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Now all textbooks say Yes, space is empty due to the laws of Newton and 

Coulomb, where div E = 0 for dual physics of fields and charges 

But:

René Descartes (1596—1650)  empty space is impossible -

the primary characteristic of matter is extension (res extensa)

Gustav Mie (1868-1957) space is not empty and div E = f (|E|) ≠ 0 

for continuous sources in nondual physics of charged material fields

Critical point of the modern particle physics is

the millennium problem of the Ancient Greeks

Is space empty in physical reality? 



substance – localized 

masses, R≠0

R00 – g00R/2 =0 

R00=0 и R=0 

empty space

Point matter (leading to singularities)

has been postulated from 

practice rather than from

logic or analytical math 

Point particle -

operator δ-density

Newtonian paradigm

substance – localized 

masses, R≠0



High mass density: R≠0 

Material space plenum has no                      

metric singularities and complies 

with the same observations 

Very low mass density: R≠0
High mass density: R≠0

10−36 m

Cartesian matter-extension 

Einstein’s curvature R00 – g00R/2 =0 at R ≠ 0 

leads to static metrics without singularities  !

Aristotle

Descartes      

Mie

Einstein

Infeld

Schwinger

One extended particle



Exact solutions for    

the extended electron

Fields in the laboratory system                    : 

Lorentz relations of co-moving and laboratory coordinates:

- Static equilibrium densities of the radial electron 
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- Volume integrals of the moving elementary charge

Cartesian analog of the Dirac delta-function

This Cartesian equality follows directly from the exact solutions for strong charged fields 
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Compensated action for Cartesian electrodynamics 

of charged (material) fields

Lagrange function of 
matter-extension nullifies  
the real path action

Poincare’s internal pressure 
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Drawing by Rea Irvin;

1929 The New Yorker

Magazine, Inc.

A 1929 cartoon:

"People slowly accustomed 

themselves to the idea that 

the physical states of space 

itself were the final physical 

reality."

Professor

Albert Einstein



“A coherent field theory requires that all elements be 

continuous… And from this requirement arises the fact 

that the material particle has no place as a basic 

concept in a field theory. Thus, even apart from the fact 

that it does not include gravitation, Maxwell’s theory 

cannot be considered as a complete theory.”  

A.Einstein

and L.Infeld.

Evolution of

Physics. 1938.



Full similarity of extended 
energy-charges in the 
Cartesian reading of GR 
and EM theories with 
nonempty space



Mass-energy unification with electric charge-energy

I. Bulyzhenkov, Pure field physics of continuous charges without singularities, 

Proceedings of “Gravitation: 100 years after GR”, p.317, Recontres de  Moriond

2015, La Thuile, Italy  http://moriond.in2p3.fr/Proceedings/2015/Moriond_Grav_2015.pdf

Complex Charge Densities Unify Particles with Fields 

and Gravitation with Electricity, 

Bulletin of Lebedev Physics Inst, v4, N4 (2016) p.140;

Pure field electrodynamics of continuous complex charges, 

Tutorial of the 4th year course, MIPT, Moscow 2015

ISBN 978-5-7417-0554-4. Physics in Higher Education (in 

Russian) v22 (2016) p.59, http://pinhe.lebedev.ru/;

http://moriond.in2p3.fr/Proceedings/2015/Moriond_Grav_2015.pdf
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Carleton University, Ottawa

5. 4th year – “General Relativity” PHY 4346, U of Ottawa

6. 4th year – “Nonlinear Electrodynamics”, MIPT
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Cartesian charge potential W corresponds 

to the Shannon information rate 

Multi-pole potential of material space



Inertial energy conservation for the global overlap of elementary matter

This is the GR Principle of Equivalence for equilibrium 
(static) densities of active and passive masses

Metric densities of multi-pole inertial systems



Multi-pole mechanical system of inertial fields

The 100 meters long Matter-wave Atomic Gradiometer Interferometric Sensor (MAGIS-

100, arxiv.org/pdf/1812.00482.pdf) – “will be the world’s largest atom interferometer and 

push the boundaries of how far an atom can be driven apart from itself”. 

Yin-Yang compensation of 

active (kinetic) and passive 

(potential) energies   

Local equivalence of 

active and passive charges

in equilibrium systems 

Active energy conservation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.00482.pdf


A closed relativistic system tends to the 

equipartition of relativistic kinetic energies 

on available degrees of freedom, including 

the inside mass-energy variable. This 

tendency leads to mutual oscillations 

between the translational order and 

internal chaos for multi-polar self-

aggregations. 



Dynamical deceleration by strong fields in General Relativity

Einstein’s kinetic energy is balanced 

by the negative external potential 

or Newtonian yin-yang scheme of 

motion in external gravitational fields 

Exact prescriptions of 

Einstein’s General Relativity

Newtonian acceleration becomes deceleration in strong metric fields of Einstein’s GR.

Why does GR admit the free-fall self-pulsation in steady metric potentials? 



Self-organization of kinetic energies toward their equipartition drives the 

physical reality of only positive energies. Newton’s pulls with negative 

energies exist only in mathematics but not in Cartesian material space.

equilibrium of internal chaos and translation 

order for the Hamilton kinetic energy

the free fall of the system mass-energy integral in 

external fields  - Lagrange dynamics

inertial self-organization of the extended 

system - post-Lagrange dynamics

or



Thermo-mechanics of adaptive energy flows in warm 

material space with  Maxwell-type tensor tensions of inertia

High-order derivatives for inertial self-

organization of Navier-Stokes streams

Laboratory material space      also 

keeps Euclidean geometry  as elementary




